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ABSTRACT
The chemical species emitted by forests create complex atmospheric oxidation chemistry and influence
global atmospheric oxidation capacity and climate. The Southern Oxidant and Aerosol Study (SOAS) provided an opportunity to test the oxidation chemistry in a forest where isoprene is the dominant biogenic
volatile organic compound. Hydroxyl (OH) and hydroperoxyl (HO2) radicals were two of the hundreds of
atmospheric chemical species measured, as was OH reactivity (the inverse of the OH lifetime). OH was
measured by laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) and by taking the difference in signals without and with an OH
scavenger that was added just outside the instrument’s pinhole inlet. To test whether the chemistry at SOAS
can be simulated by current model mechanisms, OH and HO2 were evaluated with a box model using two
chemical mechanisms: Master Chemical Mechanism, version 3.2 (MCMv3.2), augmented with explicit isoprene chemistry and MCMv3.3.1. Measured and modeled OH peak at about 106 cm23 and agree well within
combined uncertainties. Measured and modeled HO2 peak at about 27 pptv and also agree well within
combined uncertainties. Median OH reactivity cycled between about 11 s21 at dawn and about 26 s21 during
midafternoon. A good test of the oxidation chemistry is the balance between OH production and loss rates
using measurements; this balance was observed to within uncertainties. These SOAS results provide strong
evidence that the current isoprene mechanisms are consistent with measured OH and HO2 and, thus, capture
significant aspects of the atmospheric oxidation chemistry in this isoprene-rich forest.
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Copious emissions of biogenic volatile organic compounds (BVOCs) dictate the atmospheric chemical
composition and chemistry in forests. During the day,
these BVOCs are oxidized primarily through reactions
with the hydroxyl radical (OH) and ozone (O3), which
leads to the production of many oxygen-containing
volatile, semivolatile, and low-volatility compounds
and secondary organic aerosol. Because forests blanket
almost a third of the global land, understanding forest
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oxidation chemistry is an important part of understanding atmospheric chemistry on a global scale.
OH is the main oxidative agent in the atmosphere
owing to its high production rate and high reactivity
(Levy 1971). In addition, the closely related hydroperoxyl radical (HO2) is a critical reactant in oxidation
pathways and often a major source of OH (Monks 2005).
The cycling between OH and HO2, collectively referred
to as HOx, is rapid. Thus, it is important to understand
the behavior of both OH and HO2.
Several field campaigns have included measurements
of HOx. Measured HOx is then typically compared with
results from photochemical box models that are constrained by other simultaneous measurements. Agreement between HOx measurements and photochemical
box model results to within uncertainties indicates that
the models are correctly simulating the HOx chemistry
in these environments, especially when these comparisons are checked as a function of key variables such as
temperature, sunlight, and the abundances of other
chemical species.
For many regions in the atmosphere, measured and
modeled OH often agree to within uncertainties. These
regions include the free troposphere, the lower stratosphere, and even some polluted urban areas (Wennberg
et al. 1994; Cantrell et al. 2003; Ren et al. 2008, 2012;
Stone et al. 2012 and references therein; Rohrer et al.
2014). Forests are a different matter; there are few forest
measurements for which OH measurements are in
general agreement with properly constrained models
(McKeen et al. 1997; Ren et al. 2006; Kim et al. 2013). In
many forest studies, measured OH has greatly exceeded
model calculation, with discrepancies of up to a factor of
10 in some cases (Tan et al. 2001; Carslaw et al. 2001;
Ren et al. 2008; Lelieveld et al. 2008; Kubistin et al. 2010;
Martinez et al. 2010; Hofzumahaus et al. 2009; Lou et al.
2010; Pugh et al. 2010; Stone et al. 2011; Wolfe et al.
2011; Whalley et al. 2011; Taraborrelli et al. 2012).
Forests emit abundant biogenic VOCs (BVOCs) that
react rapidly with OH. Besides having high levels of
BVOCs, forests often have low levels of nitrogen oxides
(NOx), which affect the pathways in the oxidation
chemistry. Because OH production and loss are in balance due to the short OH lifetime, the OH concentration
is proportional to the production rate (molecules per
cubic centimeter per second) divided by the loss frequency (s21). The loss frequency that is calculated from
models or from measurements of other chemical species
is typically less than measured (Di Carlo et al. 2004;
Nölscher et al. 2012). So, for measured OH to be greater
than modeled OH, there must be unknown OH sources,
which could be either primary sources, such as photolysis of an unknown chemical species, or secondary
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sources, such as recycling of HOx to OH within the
BVOC oxidation mechanisms.
These discrepancies and the speculation about OH
recycling have led to increased interest in the detailed
chemical oxidation mechanisms for these BVOCs, particularly isoprene (Paulot et al. 2009; Peeters et al. 2009;
Peeters and Müller 2010; Crounse et al. 2011, 2012, 2013;
Praske et al. 2015; St. Clair et al. 2015). Initially one
isomerization mechanism showed promise to resolve
this discrepancy for isoprene-dominated forests by rapidly producing OH (Peeters et al. 2009, Peeters and
Müller 2010; Taraborrelli et al. 2012), but subsequent
laboratory and theoretical work has demonstrated that
this mechanism, while it does occur, is not fast enough to
explain the high OH measurements (Crounse et al. 2011;
Peeters et al. 2014). On the other hand, a recent laboratory study provides evidence for OH regeneration
during isoprene oxidation (Fuchs et al. 2013). Thus,
while progress has been made in understanding the
isoprene oxidation mechanism, the issue of the amount
of OH regeneration is not yet completely resolved.
An alternative explanation for the high OH concentrations observed in forests is that some previous OH
field measurements are wrong. In 2009, to explore the
possibility that the Penn State OH laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) measurement suffered from an
interference, a second method of OH measurement was
implemented involving the chemical scavenging of ambient OH to separate the ambient OH signal from the
background LIF signal. This method was used along
with the typical LIF technique of tuning the laser to a
wavelength at which OH absorbs and fluoresces and
then to a nearby wavelength to get the background—
a sequence called wavelength modulation.
The first forest measurements using both techniques
were made with the Penn State OH LIF instrument
during the Biosphere Effects of Aerosols and Photochemistry Experiment (BEARPEX) in a California Sierra Nevada forest (Mao et al. 2012). This forest’s
chemistry is dominated by 2-methyl–3-buten–2-ol
(MBO), terpenes, and, in the late afternoon, isoprene
products. This study showed that the chemical scavenging technique removed the abundant OH generated
by the photolysis of water vapor with a UV lamp, thus
proving that chemical scavenging can successfully remove OH in the atmosphere. The OH measured with
chemical scavenging matched OH from models that had
updated chemical mechanisms and was 2–3 times
smaller than the OH values determined by the widely
used wavelength modulation technique. We determined
that, in our instrument, the wavelength modulation
method suffers from an interference and that the
chemical scavenging method measures ambient OH.
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Shortly thereafter, OH measurements using LIF and
chemical scavenging were directly compared to measurements by another technique, selective ionization
chemical mass spectrometery (SICIMS), during the
Hyytiälä United Measurements of Photochemistry and
Particles in Air–Comprehensive Organic Precursor
Emission and Concentration study (HUMPPA-COPEC2010). This study took place in a southern Finland forest
where a mixture of terpenes dominates the atmospheric
chemistry. Measurements taken during HUMPPACOPEC-2010 with the Mainz LIF instrument using the
chemical scavenging technique agreed with the SICIMS
technique to within uncertainties (Hens et al. 2014).
Both OH measurements agreed with OH calculated with a
photochemical box model. This result from an instrument
that is similar to ours lends further credence to the hypothesis that the OH discrepancy reported previously using our instrument was due to an interference affecting our
LIF measurements using wavelength modulation.
The Southern Oxidant and Aerosol Study (SOAS)
occurred during summer 2013 in a southeastern U.S.
forest where isoprene is the dominant BVOC emission.
This study deployed one of the most comprehensive
chemical measurement suites ever assembled for atmospheric chemistry (Carlton et al. 2016, manuscript
submitted to Bull. Amer. Meteor. Soc.). Data from
SOAS provided a highly constrained test of HOx
chemistry using OH measurements free from interference. In addition, the extensive chemical measurement
suite enabled a thorough test of many different aspects
of the atmospheric oxidation there, including HO2 and
OH reactivity.

2. Methods
a. Measurement site
SOAS was a part of the larger Southern Atmosphere
Study (SAS) that was focused on forest emissions of
BVOCs, forest oxidation chemistry, secondary organic
aerosol (SOA) formation and aging, and deposition
of gases and particles. A more comprehensive understanding of these processes has widespread applications,
from improving the quality of regional pollution models
to better predicting climate change (Carlton et al. 2016,
manuscript submitted to Bull. Amer. Meteor. Soc.).
SOAS data were collected at several locations and on
several platforms from 5 June to 16 July 2013. The main
SOAS site was near Brent, Alabama, just within the
Talladega National Forest (32.902 898N, 87.249 688W) at
the Centerville (CTR) SouthEastern Aerosol Research
and Characterization (SEARCH) Network monitoring
site (Hansen et al. 2003). The site was in a small clearing

surrounded on all sides by a dense mixed forest composed of pine and broadleaf species such as oak. The
canopy height of the forest at the site was between 9 and
12 m. This forest emitted mainly isoprene but also
smaller abundances of other BVOCs such as a-pinene.
The site is relatively isolated from intense anthropogenic sources but did experience occasional influence
from Birmingham (70 km to the northeast), Tuscaloosa
(50 km to the northwest), natural gas power plants
(.50 km to the southeast), and traffic on local roads.
The Brent site had measurements situated in two main
areas. The first area featured a group of trailers where
most aerosol properties were measured. About 100 m
away and slightly downhill from the main area, two
trailers and an 18-m-tall scaffolding tower were sited in a
small clearing closely surrounded by the forest on three
sides. The top of the tower housed inlets for several gasphase and meteorological instruments and three large
instruments, including the instrument to measure HOx
that is discussed in this paper.

b. HOx measurements
HOx measurements at the SOAS site were made with
Penn State’s Ground-based Tropospheric HydrogenOxides Sensor (GTHOS) (Faloona et al. 2004), which
measures OH by LIF (Fig. 1). OH is sampled through a
1-mm aperture and is pulled through the detection axes
at low pressure (;6 hPa). The air sample passes through
the path of a laser tuned to the Q1(2) OH absorption line
(;308 nm). Fluorescence from OH is detected by a
gated microchannel plate detector. Downstream of the
OH measurement region, HO2 is measured by adding
reagent NO to the airflow, which converts HO2 to OH,
and this OH is detected by LIF in a second detection
axis. The 308-nm light is produced by an Nd:YAGpumped tunable dye laser and is tuned to the wavelength
of an OH absorption line and then to a wavelength off the
line, alternating in successive 30-s cycles between a
wavelength either greater or less than the absorption line
wavelength. The difference between the two signals is
proportional to OH in the instrument. The proportionality
constant is determined by laboratory and field calibrations (Faloona et al. 2004). This method of measuring
OH, referred to as OHwave, has been used in nearly all
previous LIF measurements of OH.
The second measurement method involves injecting a
chemical, hexafluoropropylene (C3F6), into the ambient
air to scavenge the OH before it is sampled through the
instrument inlet (Fig. 1). The amount of reactant is
chosen to maximize the fraction of OH removed in the
;10 ms that the air takes to travel between scavenger
injection and entering the instrument inlet and to simultaneously minimize the OH removed inside the
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FIG. 1. Schematic diagram showing GTHOS as it was configured
for SOAS. C3F6 was injected through six 0.25-mm needles that
were pointed toward the center of the inlet. Attached just above
and to the side of the inlet was a mercury lamp used for daily testing
of the C3F6 injection system’s effectiveness.

instrument. By turning C3F6 injection on and off, the
ambient OH signal is determined by subtracting the
signal when injection is on from the signal when injection is off. This method is called OHchem. The difference between OHwave and OHchem is OH produced in
the inlet or instrument, called OHint. Tests for SOAS
show that OHint is not produced by the laser but rather
by unknown chemistry occurring inside the instrument.
To test the functionality of the OH scavenging system, a
UV lamp was affixed to the instrument near the inlet.
The lamp, which photolyzed water vapor to make a large
abundance of ambient OH, was turned on for a few
minutes three times a day to ensure that the C3F6 injection was scavenging OH properly. The absolute uncertainty of the OHchem and OHint measurements is
620% (1s confidence).
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In addition to OH and HO2 measurements, the OH
reactivity was also determined and its measurement is
described in detail elsewhere (Kovacs and Brune 2001;
Mao et al. 2009). Approximately 150 L min21 of ambient
air is drawn into the instrument and flows through the
7.5-cm-diameter flow tube. At the far end of the flow
tube is a sampling inlet and OH measurement system
nearly identical to the one used in the main GTHOS
system. Before the airflow reaches the sampling inlet, it
flows past a movable source of OH called the wand.
Inside the wand, 5 L min21 of moist nitrogen flows past a
mercury lamp, which photolyzes the water vapor to
produce OH and HO2 that are added to the ambient
flow. As the wand moves away from the sampling inlet,
the OH has more time to react with trace gases in the
ambient air flowing through the tube and the OH signal
decreases exponentially. Moving 10 cm is equivalent to a
reaction time of 200 ms and the wand completes a cycle
in 30 s. The OH reactivity is the slope of the logarithm of
the OH signal divided by the reaction time.
The large suite of other measurements included meteorological parameters, inorganic species, VOCs, oxygenated VOCs (OVOCs), and many aerosol abundances
and properties (NOAA 2016). There were also other
measurements of OH by selective ion chemical ionization
mass spectrometry (SICISM) and OH reactivity by the
comparative reactivity method (CRM); these compare
reasonably well with the ones reported here and are
discussed in a separate manuscript (D. Sanchez et al.
2016, in preparation). Data used in this study were drawn
primarily from measurements taken on the SOAS tower,
though a few measurements that were unavailable or
unreliable on the SOAS tower were instead taken from
the SOAS trailers a few hundred yards away.

c. Photochemical box modeling
The HOx measurements were compared to results
from a photochemical box model (Wolfe and Thornton
2011) using two different chemical mechanisms, the
Master Chemical Mechanism, version 3.2 (MCMv3.2)
(Jenkin et al. 1997), augmented with explicit isoprene
chemistry (Mao et al. 2012), and MCMv3.3.1 (Jenkin
et al. 2015). These mechanisms have over 6700 unique
chemical species that take part in roughly 17 000 different reactions. MCMv3.3.1 is an updated version of
MCMv3.2 that contains an isoprene mechanism and did
not need to be augmented. The difference between
these two isoprene mechanisms appears to be mainly in
the isoprene RO2 isomerization pathways and products,
which result in more OH regeneration in MCMv3.3.1
than in the augmented MCMv3.2. We report the results
from augmented MCMv3.2 because it was used in
BEARPEX, thus tying the modeling for the two forests
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together. However, we focus our analysis on results from
MCMv3.3.1.
The models were run so that model output was obtained at 10-min intervals for the entire SOAS campaign. The simultaneous measurements of other
chemical species and of meteorological conditions were
used to constrain the model with as many of the inputs as
possible, except for OH and HO2, which were being
calculated (Table S1). Any data that were missing or
otherwise unsuitable for integration into the model were
removed and an interpolation was used to fill in for these
missing data. Starting on 4 July (day of the year 185), 11
oxygenated species were no longer measured, including
some acids and peroxides. The values for these chemical
species were approximated for the model runs by finding
other species that correlated strongly with them and
then using these correlations to estimate the diel (24 h)
variations of these chemical species. No significant
changes in model performance or agreement between
measured and modeled HOx were observed after 4 July.
To prevent the buildup of unmeasured oxygenated
species in the model, a deposition rate of 1 day was assumed, although deposition rates from 12 h to 2 days
gave nearly identical results for OH, HO2, and OH reactivity. The data were averaged into 10-min time intervals for the modeling and the comparisons to
measurements.
Photolysis frequencies (J values) were not measured
during SOAS, so J values were calculated using the
NCAR Tropospheric Ultraviolet and Visible Radiation
Model (TUV) (Madronich and Weller 1990). TUV
calculations assume clear overhead skies but use measured overhead ozone column, atmospheric scattering,
and surface albedo. To account for the effects of overhead cloud cover, a method of determining JNO2 based
on measurements of solar irradiance was used. By
comparing these estimated values of JNO2 to those
calculated by TUV, a correction factor was created and
it varied between 30% and 80% of the clear-sky J values.
This correction factor was then applied to the other
photolysis frequencies calculated by TUV.
This method, described by Trebs et al. (2009), has
been shown to produce accurate values for JNO2, but
typically less accurate results for the photolysis frequency for O3 1 hn / O2 1 O(1D), where hn indicates
solar ultraviolet radiation. During the recent SHARP
study in Houston, Texas, in 2009, photolysis frequencies
were measured (Ren et al. 2013) and JO(1D) calculated
by this method was consistently lower than measured
JO(1D) by 23%. Because the meteorological and cloud
conditions during SHARP were similar to those during
SOAS, this difference in JO(1D) suggests a similar
uncertainty in the SOAS JO(1D) values. Using the

higher JO(1D) values in MMv3.3.1 increased modeled
OH by 10% and modeled HO2 by 6%; thus, this uncertainty in the calculated photolysis frequencies must
be considered as part of the model uncertainty.

d. Measured and modeled HOx comparison
The results presented in this paper cover the period
between 26 June and 14 July 2013. This period was selected because it had the greatest number of simultaneously measured chemical species that were used to
constrain the model and the longest runs of continuous
GTHOS data. These models and approximations have
been used successfully before in other field studies (Mao
et al. 2012; Ren et al. 2013). To assess the model uncertainty, we assume that a global uncertainty and sensitivity analysis from a previous related study using the
RACM2 model (Chen et al. 2012) provides an estimate
of the model uncertainty for SOAS. The estimated uncertainty (1s confidence) is approximately 620% for
modeled OH and HO2. However, because of the additional uncertainty in JO(1D), the estimated model uncertainty (1s confidence) is increased to 625%. These
uncertainty estimates are consistent with uncertainties
derived for other models in low-NOx conditions (Pilling
2008) and can be used to provide guidance for understanding the significance of the comparisons between
the measured and modeled OH, HO2, and OH reactivity
in this study.

e. RO2 interference in HO2 measurements
Recently it has been shown that some alkylperoxy
radicals from alkene and aromatic compounds (RO2)
can be an interference in HO2 measurements that use
nitric oxide (NO) to convert HO2 to OH for detection
(Fuchs et al. 2011). Similar to the HO2 radicals, RO2
radicals can be converted to OH through reactions with
NO followed by rapid O2 extraction of a hydrogen atom
to form HO2, which is then converted by NO to OH.
This conversion from RO2 to OH happens almost as
quickly as the HO2 to OH reaction, leading to an increase in measured HO2 signal. This RO2 interference
has been quantified for several LIF instruments (Fuchs
et al. 2011; Whalley et al. 2013) as well as for GTHOS
(P. A. Feiner et al. 2016, in preparation). These studies show that a successful strategy to reduce this interference is to shorten the time between NO injection and
OH detection and to add only enough NO to convert a
small fraction of HO2 to OH. In GTHOS, the reaction
time was shortened to 3 6 1 ms and the NO concentration for the HO2 measurement was reduced to 1.2 3
1013 cm23. From laboratory and field measurements, the
HO2 conversion efficiency was 0.24 6 0.03 and the relative
conversion efficiency of isoprene compared to HO2 was
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FIG. 2. Diel variation of OHchem (s), OHint (u), MCMv3.2 OH (3),
and MCMv3.3.1 (1) for 26 Jun–14 Jul. Gray dots are individual 10-min
measurements. OH is given in units of 105 cm23. The hours are in
central daylight time. Error bars are 620% for measured OH and
625% for modeled OH, all at 1s confidence levels.

6% 6 6%. This strategy increases the absolute uncertainty of the GTHOS HO2 measurement from 616%
to 620% (1s confidence level) but it suppresses the
interference.

3. Results
Two primary tests of the oxidation chemistry at SOAS
are applied in this paper: 1) a comparison of measured
and modeled OH and HO2 as a function of different
variables and 2) a budget analysis of OH production and
loss. OH modeled with two different model mechanisms is compared to both OHchem, which is demonstrated to be ambient OH, and OHint, which is an
interference signal. All of the following results come
from the analysis of the 19-day period between 26 June
and 14 July. The time series for JNO2, OH, HO2, NO,
isoprene, and temperature are shown in Fig. S1. The
entire dataset is available at a URL given in the online
supplement.

a. Comparisons of measured and modeled OH and
HO2
Measured OHchem, OHint, and OH calculated by the
model mechanisms were averaged into 1-h intervals to
create median profiles (Fig. 2) for the 19-day period of
measurements. The peak median daytime OHchem was
less than 106 OH cm23, although on some individual
days it was twice as large. Median OHint was as much as
3 times larger than OHchem during daylight hours and,
at night, median OHint was about 5 3 105 cm23 while
median OHchem was less than ;2 3 105 cm23. OHint
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behaved differently from OHchem, peaking later in the
day and persisting longer into the evening hours than
OHchem did. While the identity of OHint is still unknown,
this behavior suggests that OHint results from chemistry
involving long-lived oxygenated species and/or ozone,
which can persist into the evening.
OHchem agrees with OH calculated by both MCM
chemical mechanisms over the entire diel cycle to well
within combined measurement and model uncertainties.
OHint is more than double OHchem and the models and
extends well into the evening. The peak median measured daytime [OH] was 2–5 times larger than the
GTHOS limit of detection for a 1-h average, which is
estimated to be ;2 3 105 to 3 3 105 cm23. When the 1-h
averages for OHchem are compared to OH calculated
with augmented MCMv3.2, the linear least squares fit of
OHchem as a function of augmented MCMv3.2 OH
gives a slope of 0.94 and an intercept of 4 3 104 cm23,
with a coefficient of determination R2 of 0.50 (Fig. S2).
With MCMv3.3.1, the slope is 0.86 and the intercept is
2 3 104 cm23, with an R2 of 0.52 (Fig. S3). OH calculated
by MCMv3.3.1 is greater than that calculated by augmented MCMv3.2 because the MCMv3.3.1 mechanism
regenerates more OH than the augmented MCMv3.2
does. Nevertheless, the two chemical mechanisms are
consistent with the observed OH to well within
uncertainties.
These results are similar to those found by Mao et al.
(2012) and Hens et al. (2014), which is interesting because the forests in those studies were dominated by
MBO chemistry with some distant isoprene influence
and by terpene chemistry, respectively, while the SOAS
forest was dominated by isoprene chemistry. Thus,
OHint cannot result from a particular chemical system
but instead must come from a class of chemical species
or reactions that are common to different forest
chemistries.
Measured HO2 and HO2 calculated by the model
mechanisms were averaged into 1-h intervals to create
mean profiles (Fig. 3) for the 19-day period of measurements. The peak median daytime value for measured HO2 was 27 pptv, although it was as high as
40 ppbv on a few hot, sunny days and as low as 8 pptv
on a few cool, cloudy days (Fig. S1). The minimum
median HO2 was 2 pptv, which occurred in the morning
at 0600 central daylight time (CDT). In the morning,
HO2 rises at the same time that the photolysis of formaldehyde (HCHO) rises, but after the peak value, the
evening decay of HO2 is much slower than the decrease
in the HCHO photolysis.
The behavior of measured HO2 matches that calculated by augmented MCMv3.2 and MCMv3.3.1, although the observed nighttime decay of HO2 is much
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FIG. 3. Diel variation of measured HO2 (s), MCMv3.2 HO2 (3),
and MCMv3.3.1 (1) for 26 Jun–14 Jul. Gray dots are individual
30-s measurements. HO2 is given in units of pptv. The hours are in
central daylight time. Error bars are 620% for measured HO2 and
625% for modeled HO2, all at 1s confidence levels.

slower than the decay of modeled HO2. The linear least
squares fit of measured HO2 as a function of augmented
MCMv3.2 HO2 gives a slope of 0.95 and an intercept of
2.6 pptv, with an R2 of 0.82 (Fig. S2). For MCMv3.3.1,
the slope is 0.84 and the intercept is 2.6 pptv, with an R2
of 0.84 (Fig. S1). This agreement is well within the
combined 1s uncertainties of the measured and modeled HO2.
When measured and modeled daytime OH are plotted
against variables other than time of day, OHchem has the
same behavior as OH calculated by augmented
MCMv3.2 and MCMv3.3.1 as a function of JO(1D), NO
up to 0.8 pptv, and O3 up to 60 ppbv (Fig. 4). Daytime is
defined as the hours between 0700 and 1700 CDT. The
behavior of measured and modeled OH agree for isoprene up to 7 ppbv, but above that amount, OHchem diverges to become on average of 1.5 3 106 cm23, about
twice the modeled OH when isoprene was 11 ppbv, although this conclusion is based on only a few data points.
The agreement between measured and modeled OH as a
function of these four controlling variables is substantial.
In all cases except one, OHint shows the same behavior
as OHchem as a function of other variables, except it has a
greater magnitude and slope (Fig. 4). However, when
plotted against NO, OHint decreases from being 6 times
larger than OHchem at NO 5 0.02 ppbv to being equal at
NO 5 0.3 ppbv, while OHchem and the modeled OH
decrease less than a factor of 2 over this same NO range.
This decreasing interference signal with NO suggests
that a low-NO oxidation pathway and the chemical species it generates are responsible for OHint or that NO
removes the chemical species responsible for OHint.

When median measured and modeled daytime HO2
are plotted against variables other than time of day,
measured HO2 has the same behavior as modeled HO2
for JO(1D), NO, O3, and isoprene (Fig. 4). However,
measured HO2 decreases faster than modeled HO2 with
increasing NO and increases slightly faster than modeled HO2 with increasing O3 and Isoprene. For NO
above 0.1 pptv, measured HO2 is only half HO2 modeled
with both augmented MCMv3.2 and MCM3.3.1.
These higher NO values occur only in the morning
between 0600 and 0900 CDT when HO2 is rising
rapidly as HOx photolytic production begins, so small
errors in the timing or values of the photolysis frequencies used in the model could explain this difference. All in all, the agreement between measured and
modeled HO2 as a function of these four controlling
variables is generally within measurement and model
uncertainties.
The SOAS results are different from those found by
Mao et al. (2012) and Hens et al. (2014). In the California forest, HO2 was not measured in a way that
discriminated against the RO2 interference, and so the
measurement is more appropriately called HO*,
2 which
is HO2 and any RO2 that are also converted by the addition of reagent NO. But even with this interference,
measured HO2 was less than modeled. In the Finland
forest, HO2 was measured in a way that discriminated
against the RO2 interference but it was 3.3 times the
modeled HO2. It is possible that these differences are
caused by the differences in the dominant BVOC
chemistry in these different forests, but this cause of the
differences seems unlikely since measured and modeled
OH are in good agreement in all three studies. Thus, the
cause of these differences is unknown. Put in the context
of these other studies, the agreement between measured
and modeled HO2 for SOAS is quite good.

b. Measured OH reactivity
The median measured OH reactivity reached a maximum of 26 s21 just after noon but remained above
22 s21 until 1800 CDT (Fig. 5). The median minimum
was 11 s21 at 0400 CDT. Individual 30-s values ranged
from 3 to 40 s21. A second OH reactivity measurement
using the competitive reactivity method during SOAS
gave values that track our OH reactivity values during
the morning but were about 25% lower in the afternoon
and evening (D. Sanchez et al. 2016, in preparation).
The diel behavior of the measured OH reactivity is
different from that in some other forests (Mao et al.
2009; Nölscher et al. 2012; Mogensen et al. 2011) and
similar to that in others (Di Carlo et al. 2004; Griffith
et al. 2016). Differences in OH reactivity behavior are
driven by differences in the types of biogenic emissions,
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FIG. 4. (left) OH (105 cm23) and (right) HO2 (pptv) as a function of (top)–(bottom) JO(1D) (s21), NO (ppbv),
O3 (ppbv), and isoprene (ppbv). Shown are median OH from measurements (s), augmented MCMv3.2 (3),
and MCMv3.3.1 (1) and from the interference (u) and median HO2 from measurements (s), augmented
MCMv3.2 (3), and MCMv3.3.1 (1). Gray dots are individual measured data points. Uncertainties (black bars)
are shown for the 1s confidence level.

temperature, local topography, meteorology, and changing depth of the mixed layer.
A detailed analysis of the OH reactivity budget is
provided by Kaiser et al. (2016). The median diel variation presented here is slightly different from that

presented by Kaiser et al. because slightly different days
are included in the median values. In that paper, they
show that inorganic chemical species, isoprene, and its
oxygenated products account for 90% of the OH reactivity at SOAS during the afternoon and about 80% at
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FIG. 5. Measured OH reactivity (s21). Diel variation is shown for
measured OH reactivity (black circle and line) and individual 30-s
measurements (gray dots).

FIG. 6. Diel variation of OH production (s), OH loss (u),
MCMv3.2 (3), and MCMv3.3.1 (1) OH production and loss,
which are balanced. The absolute uncertainty for OH production
and loss are 25% at 1s confidence.

night. Isoprene alone accounts for about 60% of the
measured OH reactivity during the afternoon. When the
uncertainties in the measurements and model are taken
into account, the 10%–20% difference between measured and modeled OH reactivities is within uncertainties for the daytime. Kaiser et al. provide
evidence that any actual difference between measured
and modeled OH reactivity would come from unmeasured primary emissions and not oxygenated isoprene products.

Thus the measured OH production and loss agree to
well within 1s uncertainty and they both also agree with
OH production and loss calculated by both models to
within their 1s uncertainties.
The modeled OH production consists of three main
terms: recycling from HO2, primary photolysis of O3
followed by the reaction of O(1D) and water vapor, and
reaction sequences initiated by ozone. These reactions
sequences initiated by ozone accounted for more than
80% of the OH production at night and about 20%
during the day. HO2 recycling by reaction with NO
peaked at ;90% of the total production when NO was
0.23–0.3 ppbv between 0800 and 1000 CDT and was
;30% for the rest of the day. Primary production from
O(1D) and water vapor accounted for 40%–50% of OH
production between 1100 and 1700 CDT. Photolysis of
the isoprene hydroperoxy aldehydes (HPALDs) from
RO2 isomerization chemistry accounted for at most a
few percent of the OH production. Taken together,
these terms accounted for more than 90% of the OH
production over the entire diel cycle.

c. OH budget analysis
Given the OH reactivity of 10–30 s21 (OH lifetime 33–
100 ms), OH is in steady state for all times longer than 1 s
and therefore OH production and loss rates are in balance. The OH loss rate is the product of the OH concentration and the OH reactivity—both of which are
measured. Many of the contributions to the OH production rate consist of measured quantities, including a
large contribution from HO2 1 NO, so the balance of
OH production and loss using as many measured
quantities as possible is a good test of the oxidation
chemistry and the measurements.
Measured OH loss, OH production with measured
chemical species, and MCMv3.2 and MCMv3.3.1 balanced OH production and loss were averaged into 1-h
intervals to create median profiles for the 19-day period
of measurements (Fig. 6). Median measured OH production and OH loss peaked between 1.8 3 107 and
2.0 3 107 cm23 s21. The peak modeled OH production
and loss is 2.2 3 107 cm23 s21 for MCMv3.3.1 and 1.7 3
107 cm23 s21 for augmented MCMv3.2, but both are
within their overlapping uncertainties of each other.

4. Discussion and conclusions
The Southern Oxidant and Aerosol Study has proven
to be an excellent test of the updated isoprene chemical
mechanisms. The OH measurement using chemical
scavenging agrees with the modeled OH to well within
combined 1s uncertainties, while the interference
measurement using LIF wavelength modulation is 3
times larger than the measured OH. And, unlike previous field studies in which measured and modeled OH
agreed but measured and modeled HO2 did not, the
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measured and modeled HO2 at SOAS also agree to
within uncertainties. Finally, the measured OH loss rate
and OH production rate calculated from measurements
balance to well within measurement uncertainties, providing strong evidence that there was no large missing
OH source at SOAS.
SOAS is the third study to demonstrate the critical
importance of using the chemical removal method to
measure OH. Even if some LIF-FAGE instruments
appear to be free of interferences in the laboratory, they
need to be outfitted with chemical removal systems to
confirm the accuracy of atmospheric OH measurements
made by the wavelength modulation technique. Further,
it might be possible to develop an instrument that
measures OH without pulling the sampled air through a
pinhole inlet into a low-pressure detection region, which
is presumably the source of the GTHOS interference
signal. However, any new OH-measuring instrument
will add little value to the understanding of forest atmospheric oxidation chemistry unless it can detect OH
at levels close to 105 cm23.
There is now the question ‘‘How extensive is this interference?’’ If it extends beyond forests to urban areas,
the upper boundary layer, the free troposphere, and into
the stratosphere, then two decades of OH measurements could be affected. However, evidence from the
laboratory and from field studies suggest that the interference is significant only in forests where the OH
abundances are low but may have affected OH measurements by as much as 20%–30% in urban areas
where the OH abundances are generally high (Ren et al.
2008, 2012; Brune et al. 2016). Studies are now beginning
to test the hypothesis that this interference is significant
only in forests.
The SOAS dataset is rich and it will take some time to
adequately mine it. These results will need to be considered in the context of other measurements that can constrain the levels of atmospheric oxidants and other
measurements that test more aspects of isoprene oxidation chemistry than measurements of OH and HO2 by
themselves can. All in all, these SOAS results demonstrate that the current understanding of isoprene oxidation chemistry correctly determines OH and HO2
abundances to as well as it can be determined at this time.
This chemistry can be incorporated with confidence into
global models for studies dependent on OH abundances.
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